
Use the puzzles to
explore whales'

internal & external
anatomy. 

 

What whale has the
longest fins?

 

Watch this video to
learn how many

stomachs a whale
has! 

 
 

Cetacean's Whale Heart NARW Model
 

Specimen Cabinet
Discover amazing

artifacts in our
specimen cabinet! 

 

Find 3 items you
think are the most

interesting.
 

What is an artifact?
 

Why do you think
the Museum

grouped these
artifacts together?

Rotating Puzzle
Check out the

Cetacean Station
to learn all about
whales, dolphins,

and porpoises. 
 

What is an
adaptation?

 
What adaptations
do whales have to

help them survive?

 Compare the
human heart to the

life-sized blue
whale heart!

 
How old do you

think a whale can
live to be?

 
What other organs

do you think
humans and whales
have in common??

Baleen whales
have strong

fingernail-like
materials that hang
from their mouth.

 
How many plates
of baleen are in a

North Atlantic
Whale's mouth?

 
Why do you think
whales have such

big heads?

Conservation 
Spot the

conservation
posters to learn

about whales
today!

 

How many North
Atlantic Whales
are in our ocean

today?
 

What are whales
biggest threats

today?

Discover
Explore
Learn!

Big Head, Blubber, Blowhole,
Streamlined body

 

80, 100, 150, 200 years. 500 plates
 

A cultural/historical object
used to learn.

 
 

less than 400.
 

Humpback whale.



Spot the Sperm
Whale skeleton.

 
 

What makes the
sperm whale

different from the
other skeletons? 

 
 

How do toothed
whales find their

food?
 

Whales
Today 
Self-Guided
Tour 

 

NEW BEDFORD WHALING
MUSEUM

Limpett Skeletons Whale Sounds
 

Sperm Whale

Find Limpett.
 

What is going on
with limpett?

 
 

Look out at the
whale skeletons!

 
How many

skeletons can you
find?

 
What bones do

whales have that
are similar to

yours?

Listen to whales at
the Research

Center.
 

How did scientists
first learn about

whales? 
 

Why do you think
there is a drone
hanging in the

Museum?

Entanglement Teeth, Spermaceti
Echolocation

underwater recordings4
Ribs, vertebrate, 

flippers, hip bones

Learn all about whales
and discover what we
can do to help protect

them in our ocean
today! 

What solutions can
you think of to
protect whales

from their biggest
threats today?

 
 


